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PART I – LEADERSHIP, PEOPLE, ORGANIZATION AND STRATEGY 
Part I of the book covers chapters 1 through 4. It focuses on an overview of IT governance, alignment and 
strategy, leadership teams, organization and managing change. It also references current and emerging 
best practice industry frameworks, guidelines and standards that are useful and applicable to IT 
governance and its major components. 
1. Chapter 1 – Introduction to IT/Business Alignment, Planning, Execution and Governance 
 
On Change and Innovation: 
“Never be afraid to try something new. 
Remember, amateurs built the Ark, 
Professionals built the Titanic!” 
 Anonymous 
 
1.0 What is Covered in This Chapter 
 
 Provide an overview and execution summary of the key IT/business alignment, planning, 
execution, governance issues, constraints and opportunities and processes  
 Discuss the roles of the Board, and responsibilities of Executive Management and the CIO 
 Review the value propositions for IT governance 
 Provide an overview of IT demand management, decision rights, balanced scorecard metrics and 
how much governance is required 
 Identify steps in making IT governance real 
 Discuss an assessment technique to determine the current level of IT governance maturity in an 




The issues, opportunities and challenges of aligning information technology more closely with an 
organization and effectively governing an organization’s Information Technology (IT) investments, 
resources, major initiatives and superior uninterrupted service is becoming a major concern of the Board 
and executive management in enterprises on a global basis. Information technology (IT) has become a 
vital function in most organizations and is fundamental to support, and sustain innovation and growth.  
 
Therefore, a comprehensive top down approach with bottom up execution of IT governance, which 
includes all the activities of business/IT alignment, planning, execution and governance of IT as well as 
 




the leadership of those entrusted with the task, is critical to achieve a cost effective solution. Effective 
“management” includes the activities of planning, investment, integration, measurement, deployment and 
providing the services required to manage a complex strategic asset.  
 
None of this is easy, or obvious, and this pragmatic and actionable “how to guide” is intended to draw 
from about 200 current and emerging best practice sources and over twenty IT governance best practice 
case studies, some of which are in the book. 
 
The purpose of the book is not to repeat in greater detail, what has been published previously, but to 
describe each of the major IT governance components as part of an overall comprehensive framework 
and roadmap in sufficient detail for executives, managers and professionals to serve as a guideline and 
starting point for any organization in any industry to develop and tailor a workable and realistic approach 
to its environment, strategies, priorities, capabilities and available resources and to transition IT 
organizations to a higher level of maturity, effectiveness and responsiveness.  
 
Today’s Business Challenges 
 
The pace of change is accelerating on a global basis. Pressures for reducing costs, increasing speed to 
market, continuous improvements and innovation, greater compliance, more effective accountability, 
globalization and more demanding and sophisticated customers are some of the pressures facing 
business and IT executives. 
 
Figure 1.1 illustrates select pressures and trends that organizations must deal with in a rapidly and 
dynamically changing global environment.  
 
Figure 1.1 - Today’s Business Challenges 
Scope and Definition of Enterprise Governance and Its Relationship to Business and IT 
Governance 
 
According to the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), “Enterprise governance constitutes the 
entire accountability framework of the organization.” Enterprise governance is the set of responsibilities 
and practices exercised by the Board and Executive Management with the goal of providing strategic 
direction, ensuring that plans and objectives are achieved, assessing that risks are proactively managed 
and assuring that the enterprise’s resources are used responsibly.  
 
 




Enterprise governance deals with the separation of ownership and control of an organization, while 
business governance focuses on the direction and control of the business and IT governance focuses on 
the direction and control of IT. Figure 1.2 compares and differentiates the key characteristics of enterprise 
versus business versus IT governance. 
 
Figure 1.2 - Enterprise versus Business versus IT Governance 
The Board’s Role in IT Governance 
 
Historically, the Board of Directors of public companies has focused, through committees, on such issues 
as audit, executive compensation, executive succession planning and others. 
 
With the growing importance of IT in an increasing number of organizations, the Board is forming a 
committee that focuses on IT strategy, investments and governance as well. Based on a report by the IT 
Governance Institute, “IT Governance is the responsibility of the Board of Directors and executive 
management. It is an integral part of enterprise governance and consists of the leadership and 
organizational structures and processes that ensure that the organization’s IT function sustains and 
extends the organizations strategies and objectives.”  (IT Governance Institute, 2003) 
 
Major Challenges and Issues Faced by IT 
 
In our research, we compiled a list of IT challenges and issues identified by multiple independent sources. 
There appears to be a common thread running through these issues and therefore, we have summarized 
them into strategic, value enhancing and execution questions. 
 
Board and Executive Questions for IT: 
• Does the IT strategy align with the business strategy? 
• Is the IT investment justified based on its contributions to the business? 
• How likely will IT meet or exceed its plans, objectives and initiatives? 
• Is IT being managed prudent, effectively? How is that measured? 
• How is IT delivering value? Is there a consistent IT business case format used for justifying IT 
investments? 
• Is IT developing and maintaining constructive relationships with customers, vendors and others? 
• Is IT delivering projects and services on time, within scope, within budget and with high quality? 
• Is IT staffed adequately, with the right skills and competencies? 
• Is there a standard measurement for IT investment across the firm? 
• How does IT management and operations compare to other best practice organizations? 
 




• How is IT managing and planning for contingencies, disasters, security, and back-up? 
• How is IT measuring its performance? What key performance measures? 
• How effectively is IT communicating its progress and problems to its constituents? 
• What controls and documentation have been instituted in IT? Are they sufficient? 
• Does the Board review and possibly approve the IT strategy? 
• Is a risk management policy, assessment and mitigation practice followed for IT? 
• Is IT compliant to federal, state, country (for global organizations) regulations and internal policies 
and controls? 
• Are IT audit policies, procedures and processes in place and followed? 
• Is there a succession plan in place for the CIO and key direct reports? 
 
Top issues identified and ranked by over 100 CIOs in a CIO Magazine survey completed in 2006: (CIO 
Magazine – www.cio.com/state-modified-2006) 
 
1. Align IT strategy with the business strategy and governance 
2. Meeting the business needs effectively 
3. Infrastructure and service management (reliability and scalability) 
4. Coping with accelerating change (and become one of the key drivers of innovation)   
5. Dealing with senior management and the board (get a seat at the “C” table 
6. Managing costs, budgets and resources (internal and external) 
7. Keeping up with technology  
8. Recruiting and retaining staff  
9. Executing projects effectively (time, cost and resource management) 
10. Maintaining skills and knowledge (continuous learning) 
 
Select issues addressed by a panel of CIOs of global organizations such as Pepsi, GE, Ogilvy and 
Mather, Footstar and others at a recent Society for Information Management (SIM) Chapter meeting 
(Selig, March 15, 2007): 
 
• How do you align the IT strategy with the business strategy? What processes and tools are used? 
Who is involved?  What worked? What did not?  
• How and in what areas is IT delivering value to your organizations? How  is it measured? 
• How do you ensure that IT delivers on its plans and commitments and executes effectively? 
Program/Project Management? IT Service Management and Delivery? Security? Business and IT 
Continuity? Performance Metrics? Other? 
 




• How is IT developing/sustaining constructive and positive relationships with its customer 
community? Executive management? Vendors? 
• What IT controls, governance and compliance frameworks, processes, tools and techniques are 
being used? What worked? What did not? 
• Has your business aligned itself with technology, innovation, the customer and open to managing 
accelerating change? 
• How is IT performance measured? What KPIs are used at CIO level?  Above CIO Level? Below 
CIO level? 
• How effective is IT in marketing and communicating its progress and  performance results to its 
constituents? What tools and  techniques are used? How often? 
• How do you sustain continuous improvement initiatives to increase the level of IT maturity and 
effectiveness, staff development, constituent ownership and decision rights? 
• How are you sustaining compliance processes and reporting? 
• Does the Board/Operating Committee/Senior Business leadership review  and approve the IT 
strategy, priorities and funding? Major changes to plan, programs and budgets? 
 
Summary of Key Strategic, Value Enhancing and Execution Questions: 
 
Strategic Questions - Are we doing the right thing? Is the Investment in IT: 
• In line with our business vision and strategy? 
• Consistent with our business principles, plan and direction? 
• Contributing to our strategic objectives, sustainable competitive differentiation and business 
continuity support? 
• Providing optimum value at an acceptable level of risk? 
• Represent a long term view (road map) 
• Include an architectural roadmap based on a detailed analysis of the current state or condition of 
IT? 
Value Questions – Are we getting the benefits? 
• A clear and shared understanding and commitment to achieve the expected benefits. 
• Clear accountability for achieving the benefits which should be linked to MBOs and incentive 
compensation schemes for individuals and business units or functional areas. 
• Based on relevant and meaningful metrics. 
• Based on a consistent benefits realization process and sign-off. 
Delivery and Execution Questions – Are we deploying well and effectively? How do we measure our 
results? 
• Scalable, disciplined and consistent management, governance , delivery of quality processes 
 




• Appropriate and sufficient resources available with the right competencies, capabilities and 
attitudes 
• A consistent set of metrics linked to critical success factors and realistic key performance 
indicators (KPIs) 
• Succession Planning 
 
Figure 1.3 summarizes the major IT challenges being addressed by a major global software organization 
as part of its IT planning and governance process. 
 
Figure 1.3 - Major Challenges for IT 
At the end of the day, it comes down to a need for a plan than can be executed. At the same time, the 
role of the CIO is also undergoing significant change. Successful CIOs recognize that IT has become far 
more than a means of increasing efficiency and reducing costs. Rather, they see IT as a prime stimulus 
for and enabler of business innovation – and themselves as key collaborators in a process that develops 
business and IT strategies in concert. Throughout the book, we address many of the above challenges 
and issues. 
 
1.2 Definition, Purpose and Scope of IT Governance 
 
Definition of IT Governance: 
Governance formalizes and clarifies oversight, accountability, decision rights for a wide array of IT 
strategy, resource and control activities. It is a collection of management, planning and performance 
review policies, practices and processes with associated decision rights, which establish authority, 
controls and performance metrics over investments, plans, budgets, commitments, services, major 
changes, security, privacy, business continuity and compliance with laws and organizational policies.  
 
Purpose of IT Governance:  
 
• Align IT investments and priorities more closely with the business 
• Manage, evaluate, prioritize, fund, measure and monitor requests for IT services and the resulting 
work and deliverables, in a more consistent and repeatable manner that optimize returns to the 
business 
• Responsible utilization of resources and assets  
• Establish and clarifies accountability and decision rights (clearly defines roles and authority) 
• Ensure that IT delivers on its plans, budgets and commitments 
• Manage major risks, threats,  change and contingencies proactively 
 




• Improve IT organizational performance, compliance, maturity, staff development and outsourcing 
initiatives. 
• Improve the voice of the customer (VOC), demand management and overall customer and 
constituent satisfaction and responsiveness  
• Manage and think globally, but act locally. 
• Champion innovation within the IT function and the business 
 
Scope of IT Governance: 
 
Key IT governance strategy and resource decisions must address the following topics: (Modified from 
Weill and Ross, 2004; Popper, 2000) 
 
• IT Principles – High level statements about how IT is used in the business (e.g. scale, simplify 
and integrate; reduce TCO (Total Cost of Operations) and self fund by re-investing savings; 
invest in customer facing systems; transform business and IT through business process 
transformation; strategic plan directions, PMO (Project Management Office),sustain __ and other 
regulatory compliance, etc.). 
• IT Architecture – Organizing logic for data, applications and infrastructure captured in a set of 
policies, relationships, processes, standards and technical choices to achieve desired business 
and technical integration and standardization. 
• SOA Architecture – Service oriented architecture (SOA) is a business-centric IT architectural 
approach that supports the integration of the business as linked, repeatable business tasks or 
services. SOA helps users build composite applications that draw upon functionality from multiple 
sources within and beyond the enterprise to support business processes. 
• IT Infrastructure – Centrally coordinated, based on shared IT services that provide the 
foundation for the enterprise’s IT capability and support.  
• Business Application Needs – Specifying the business need for purchased or internally 
developed IT applications. 
• IT Investment and Prioritization – Decisions about how much and where to invest in IT (e.g. 
capital and expense), including development and maintenance projects, infrastructure, security, 
people, etc.) 
• People (Human Capital) Development – Decisions about how to develop and maintain global IT 
leadership, management and technical skills and competencies (e.g. how much and where to 
spend on training and development, industry certifications, etc.).  
• IT Governance Policies,  Processes, Mechanisms, Tools and Metrics – Decisions on 
composition and roles of steering groups, advisory councils, technical and architecture working 
 




committees, project teams; key performance indicators (KPIs); chargeback alternatives; 
performance reporting, meaningful audit process and the need to have a business owner for each 
project and investment. 
 
Who Benefits from Effective and Sustainable IT Governance? 
 
Everyone in an organization benefits from effective IT Governance. According to Charles Popper 
(Popper, January 2003), the following audiences benefit: 
 
• What Executives Get 
– Business improvements that result from knowledgeable participation in IT decision-
making from an  enterprise perspective 
– Ensures that key IT investments support the business and provide optimum returns to the 
business 
– Ensures compliance with laws and regulations 
• What Mid-Level Business Managers Get 
– Convinces senior business managers that their combined business -IT resources are 
being managed effectively 
– Helps to communicate with peers in IT to ensure that business services for which they 
are responsible will meet commitments 
• What Senior IT Managers Get  
– Obtains sponsorship and support and a clear focus on important strategic and 
operational initiatives 
– Improves customer relationships by delivering results in a more predictable and 
consistent manner, with the involvement of the customer 
• What Program/Project and Operations Managers Get 
– Helps in resolving issues, review progress and, enable faster decisions 
• What Everyone Gets 
– Facilitates communications about how IT contributes to the business 
– Improves coordination, cooperation, communications and synergy across the 
organization 
– Less stress 
 
Value Propositions from Best-in-Class Companies on Business and/or IT Governance 
 
 




Based on primary and secondary market research, the author identified a number of benefits attributed to 
major organizations relating to improved governance business and/or IT structures and environments: 
(Selig, March 15, 2006) 
 
• Lowers cost of operations by accomplishing more work consistently in less time and with fewer 
resources without sacrificing quality (General Motors) 
• Provides better control and more consistent approach to governance, prioritization, development 
funding and operations (Kodak) 
• Develops a better working relationship and communications with the customer (Nortel) 
• Provides for a consistent process for more effectively tracking progress, solving problems, 
escalating issues and gate reviews (Cigna) 
• Aligns initiatives and investments more directly with business strategy (GE) 
• Improves governance, communications, visibility and risk mitigation for all constituents (Robbins 
Gioia) 
• Facilitates business and regulatory compliance with documentation and traceability as evidence 
(Purdue Pharma) 
• Increases our customer satisfaction by listening proactively to the customers and validating 
requirements on an iterative and frequent basis (Johnson and Johnson) 
• Reuse of consistent and repeatable processes helps to reduce time and costs and speeds up 
higher quality deliverables (IBM) 
 
Successful IT Governance is Built on Three Critical Pillars – Leadership, Organization and 
Decision Rights, Scalable Processes and Enabling Technologies 
 
Effective IT Governance is built on three critical pillars. These pillars include: leadership, organization and 
decision rights, flexible and scalable processes and the use of enabling technology (Luftman, 2004; 
Board Effectiveness Partners, 2004; Melnicoff, 2005; Pultorak and Kerrigan, 2005): 
 
 Leadership, Organization and Decision Rights - defines the organization structure, roles and 
responsibilities, decision rights (decision influencers and makers), a shared vision and 
interface/integration touch points and champions for proactive change: 
 
– Roles and responsibilities are well defined with respect to each of the IT governance 
components and processes, including the steering and review hierarchies for investment 
authorizations, resolution of issues and formal periodic reviews. 
– Clear hand-off and interface agreements and contracts exist for internal and external work and 
deliverables.  
– Motivated leaders and change champions with the right talent, drive and competencies 
– Meaningful metrics 
– CIO is a change agent who links process to technology within the business, and provides the 
tools for enablement and innovation. 
 
 Flexible and Scalable Processes - The IT governance model places heavy emphasis on the 
importance of process transformation and improvement: (e.g. planning, project management, 
portfolio investment management, risk management, IT service management and delivery, 
performance management, vendor management, controls and audits, etc.): 
 
– Processes are well defined, documented, measured 
 




– Processes define interfaces between organizations and ensure that workflow spans boundaries 
and silos including organization, vendors, geography, technology and culture. 
– Processes should be flexible, scalable and consistently applied, with common sense 
 
 Enabling Technology - leverage leading tools and technologies that support the major IT  
governance components: 
 
– Processes are supported by software tools that support the IT imperatives and components 
(e.g. planning and budgeting, portfolio investment management, project management, risk 
and change management, IT service management and delivery processes, financial, asset 
and performance management and scorecards, etc.). 
– Tools provide governance, communications and effectiveness metrics to accelerate decisions, 
follow-up and management actions. 
If anyone of the above pillars is missing or ineffective, the IT governance initiative will not be effective or 
sustainable. In addition, over dependence on one dimension over the others will result in sub-optimal 
performance. 
 
Results of Ineffective IT Governance Can Be Devastating 
 
A number of negative impacts may result from poor IT governance. These include the following (IT 
Governance Institute, “The CEO’s Guide to IT Value and Risk,” 2006) 
 
• Business losses and disruptions, damaged reputations and weakened competitive positions (e.g. 
Nike lost an estimated $200 million, while running into difficulties installing a supply chain 
software system. Hershey attempted to install SAP several years ago and at that time, was not 
successful. It cost the company significant money and lots of embarrassment. Whirlpool ran into 
significant trouble in attempting to implement a supply chain management system, which did not 
provide accurate inventory counts at various inventory stages.) 
• Schedules not met, higher costs, poorer quality and unsatisfied customers 
• Core business processes are negatively impacted (e.g. SAP and other enterprise resource 
planning systems  impacts many critical business processes) by poor quality of IT deliverables 
(An operational meltdown of the Southern Pacific-Union Pacific merger was traced largely to the 
inability to co-ordinate their IT systems) 
• Failure of IT to demonstrate its investment benefits or value propositions 
 
Poor regulatory compliance procedures, controls, audits and/or unethical executive business practices 
resulted in the demise of such companies as Enron, Andersen certified public accounting firm and the 
jailing of former heads of Tyco and Worldcom. Still others like Parmalat and Global Crossing were also 
impacted by compliance issues. 
 
 




The simple fact is that a poorly executed IT operation will result in the business not working. In addition, 
business and IT continuity and resumption plans have become critical. 
 
The Implications of Sarbanes Oxley Act (SOX) and Other Regulations on IT Governance 
 
In general, governance should be the responsibility of the Board of Directors and executive management 
in organizations. In order to develop an effective compliance program, executives must understand that 
compliance can and does involve more than just SOXs. It can involve multiple national, international, local 
and industry specific regulations, as well as best practices, guidelines and frameworks. 
 
Compliance with a growing number of regulations and laws regarding financial disclosure, privacy, 
environmental conformance and others, etc. developed by the SEC, FDA, EPA, Sarbanes-Oxley, HIPPA, 
Basel II and specific industry focused regulations in banking, insurance, brokerage, healthcare, 
pharmaceutical and others are creating new and greater IT reporting and systems support requirements 
for organizations. Much like IT governance, to achieve sustainable compliance, this complex and 
confusing mix can be approached most effectively as a single comprehensive compliance program that 
addresses people, process and technology. (Sun Microsystems and Deloitte, 2006) 
 
Regulatory, audit and management requirements generally determine the level of management and 
administrative controls a company deploys. As an example, Section 302 of Sarbanes-Oxley requires 
CFOs and CEOs to personally certify and attest to the accuracy of their companies’ financial results. 
Section 404 of Sarbanes-Oxley focuses on financial controls and requires IT to be able to document and 
trace a company’s financials (e.g. Profit and Loss, Balance Sheet, etc.) back to the systems, software and 
operational processes and sources of the transactions that comprised the numbers. A company has to 
demonstrate a documented audit trail to be in compliance and to further demonstrate how an organization 
plans to sustain that compliance effort. Select implications of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on IT include: 
 
 Improves financial reporting/disclosures – New requirement to report on internal controls for 
financial statements – Section 404. 
 Expands insider accountability – New requirements for code of ethics for executive management 
and protection for whistleblowers. 
 The external auditors can insist that any gaps in IT controls must be addressed before an overall 
opinion is reached on the effectiveness of the internal company controls. 
 Requires a backup for all “financially significant files, storage of those files and periodic 
restoration of backup files.” 
 Requires IT change management tracking and documentation for financial systems. 
 




 Requires the maintenance of logs for user access to financial data bases, security logs, 
administrative logs, problem and incident logs as well as an independent review of the logs to 
detect any activities that could adversely impact financials. 
 Requires systems documentation and verification that data is properly handed off from one 
system to another. 
 Strengthen overall corporate governance 
 
In  a growing number of companies subject to SOXs, the CIO must internally certify the accuracy of the 
information audit trial each quarter to support the CEO/ CFO SOX certifications. 
 
There is a growing library of books, articles and documents that provide recommendations on how to deal 
with these regulatory and legal requirements (Anand, 2006; Ernst and Young, 2005; Forrester Research, 
March 14, 2004; Protivity, December 2003), In addition, Appendix 1 provides an illustration of a template, 
used by a manufacturing company as a guideline to help the company track SOX compliance activities 
and reports. 
 
1.3 Linking the CEO Role to Achieving Business Growth, Improving Profitability and Creating an 
Effective Governance and Compliance Environment 
 
The role of the CEO and the executive management team is complex and requires a balance between 
sustaining growth and profitability while optimizing organizational effectiveness and complying with the 
growing and confusing number of regulatory requirements. 
 
Executing enterprise-wide strategic initiatives and managing effective business  operations is a complex 
undertaking that requires effective corporate and IT governance to play a growing role in how the CEO 
and the executive team deploy the organization’s strategy.  
 
As Michael Cinema, President and CEO of Etienne Aligner Group stated, “The Board of Directors is well 
aware of its role to oversee the company’s organizational strategies, structures, systems, staff, 
performance and standards. As President, it is my responsibility to ensure that they extend that oversight 
to the Company’s IT as well, and with our growing reliance on IT for competitive advantage, we simply 
cannot afford to apply to our IT anything less that the level of commitment we apply to overall 
governance.” (IT Governance Institute, 2003) 
 
Figure 1.4 identifies the attributes that must be addressed for effective growth and profitability. Effective 
governance is a prominent component for both.  
 





Figure 1.4 - Linking the Role of the CEO to the Success of Strategic Enterprise Initiatives and Governance 
 
How Much Governance is Required and When is Enough, Enough? 
 
There are few, if any, standards or guidelines developed that identify and clearly lay out in more detail 
what level of governance is required for either management or regulatory compliance by an organization. 
Generally, it is dependent on a number of factors such as: 
 
 Investment $ (capital and expense) criticality to the organization (mission critical) 
 Degree of business dependency on technology 
 Strategic corporate value proposition and alternatives for focus (e.g. growth centric, customer 
centric, process centric, cost centric, etc.) 
 Management philosophy and policy (e.g. (e.g. first mover versus follower)  
 Program/Project and/or Operational importance  
 Complexity, scope, size and duration of initiative 
 Number of interfaces and integration requirements with business 
 Degree of risk and potential impact (of doing or not doing) 
 Number of organizations, departments, locations and resources involved 
 Customer or sponsor requirements 
 Regulatory, legal, control and compliance required  
 Degree of accountability desired and required 
 Level of security required or desired 
 Audit, documentation and traceability requirements 
 
Chapter 2 discusses many of the current and emerging standards, guidelines and frameworks either 
developed or being developed, that help improve the overall IT alignment, execution, governance, control, 
strategic sourcing and outsourcing management and performance management processes.  
 
1.4 Overview of the Integrated IT Governance Framework, Major Components and Prerequisites  
 
Grounded in industry best practice research and required to plan, develop, deploy and sustain a cost 
effective approach to IT Governance, the blended and integrated governance framework consists of five 
(5) critical IT governance imperatives (which leverage best practice models and are “must do’s”) and 
address the following work areas: 
 
 




- Business strategy, plan and objectives (Demand Management) - This involves the 
development of the business strategy and plan which should drive the IT strategy and plan. 
- IT strategy, plan and objectives (Demand Management) – This should be based on the 
business plan and objectives and will provide the direction and priorities of the IT functions and 
resources. This should also include portfolio investment management investments, a prioritization 
scheme and identify the decision rights (who influences decisions and who is authorized to make 
the decisions) on a wide variety of IT areas. In addition, the CIO is responsible for the 
infrastructure investments such as servers, networks, systems software and management.  
- IT plan execution (Execution Management) – This encompasses the processes of program 
and project management, IT service management and delivery (including ITIL – IT Infrastructure 
Library), risk and threat management, change management, security, contingency plans and 
others. 
- Performance management and management controls (Execution Management) – This 
includes such areas as the balanced scorecard, key performance indicators, COBIT, and 
regulatory compliance areas. More details on these topics are provided in Chapters 2 and 8. 
- Vendor Management and Outsourcing Management (Execution Management) – Since 
companies are increasing their outsourcing spending, selecting and managing the vendors and 
their deliverables has become critical.  
- People Development, Continuous Process Improvement and Learning - It is critical to 
invest in people, knowledge management and sustain continuous process improvement and 
innovation initiatives. 
 
For each IT governance imperative, a description of the key components are provided and further 
detailed in subsequent chapters. Step one for a new CIO is to assess the current IT governance 
environment and what shape IT is in. 
 
Figure 1.5 illustrates each of the major work areas or components of the IT governance framework, 
including a short description of each component and provides select references. 
 
 
Figure 1.5 - Integrated IT Governance Framework 
 
Key Work Breakdown Areas Required to Plan and Manage an IT Governance Initiative 
 
Today, many companies start on a narrow path or shot gun approach without developing a more 
comprehensive framework with a prioritized roadmap based on the highest value delivery to the 
 




organization. A good place to start the IT governance initiative is to decompose it into manageable and 
assignable work packages as in a work break down structure and assign these work packages to 
champions and owners responsible for them. 
 
Figure 1.6 illustrates such a work breakdown for the major and key work areas of IT governance including 
planning, execution and performance management. 
 
Figure 1.6 - Key Work Breakdown Areas for IT Governance  
 
IT Governance – Decision Rights and Authority 
 
Peter Weill and Jeane Ross (Weill and Ross, 2004) identified the concept of IT decision rights as an 
important component of effective IT governance. The purpose of a decision rights matrix is to identify the 
IT decision influencers and decision makers in an organization to clarify the decision roles and authority 
levels for the major IT areas. It eliminates confusion, identifies accountability and clearly defined decision 
roles and scope. 
 




Figure 1.7 - IT Governance Decision Rights (Financial Service Organization) 
 
IT/Business Steering and Governance Boards, Working Committees and Roles 
 
Many top performing companies have established multi-level and multi-disciplinary business/IT steering 
and governance boards and working committees with clear roles and responsibilities to ensure 
appropriate commitments, sponsorship, escalation, ownership, more effective communications and more 
formal visibility and commitment of the Board, executive management and other constituents. 
 
Why Are They Important? 
• Helps to ensure alignment across all of the parts of an organization. It is recognized that the 
demand for IT resources will exceed available resources/budget and establishing organization 
wide and business unit priorities is essential.  
• Provides a forum for investment decision making which is synchronized with the business. 
 




• Builds an enterprise view and helps to eliminate stovepipe systems, processes, and duplication of 
efforts across the organization.  
What (Charter) Should They to Focus on? 
• To review and approve strategic plans, major programs/projects and establish priorities among 
competing requests for resources to ensure that everyone is aligned on those initiatives with 
highest “value add” to the organization as a whole.   
• To establish and support processes where needed to effectively fulfill the charge outlined. 
• To conduct formal periodic reviews of major initiatives, and operational service performance. 
Roles and Responsibilities: 
• Review and approve overall IT plans 
• Review, prioritize, approve major IT Investments  
• Conduct formal periodic project progress and performance reviews 
• Final escalation point for major IT/Business issues resolution 
• Support and sponsor IT governance policy and process improvement programs impacting the 
Executive Steering Board membership organizations and help deploy them in their organizations 
Other Steering and Working Committees: 
• Successful IT governance requires multi-level and multi-functional participation. Many 
organizations establish additional Business/IT Working Committees at the Business Unit Level as 
well as major functional areas such as Supply Chain Management, Global Financials, Marketing 
and Sales, Research and Development and others as necessary. 
• Program and projects working groups focus on specific initiatives. 
 
Figure 1.8 illustrates an example of the IT/Business Steering and Governance Boards and roles at 
multiple levels for a large organization. 
 
 
Figure 1.8 - IT/Business Steering and Governance Boards, Committees and Roles 
 
IT Demand Management - Sources and Classifications 
 
Typically, requests for IT services should be identified and accommodated for in the strategic and tactical 
plans and budgets. If they are not, they would be classified as “out-of-plan.” Each request should be 
evaluated on its own merits against consistent evaluation criteria discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 
 
Demand for IT services generally come in several flavors — mandatory (must do’s such as addressing 
service interruptions, standard maintenance, keeping the lights on and/or regulatory compliance) and 
 




discretionary (could do’s if aligned, feasible, cost justified, strategic and requested by executive 
management. Both mandatory and discretionary requests should be approved by the business/IT 
leadership in the IT strategic and operating plans or in accordance with an organization’s decision rights 
and approval authority guidelines established for IT.  
 
The following considerations will further help prioritize business needs with IT: 
 
 Clearly define and relate the value (e.g. cost reduction, containment and avoidance; increased 
revenues; faster access to information; shorter time to market etc.) that IT provides in support of 
the business. 
 
 Identify value adding activities (e.g. value chain and other business models/attributes) and 
strategies that would enhance then through IT). 
 
 Focus on listening to the voice of the customer. 
 
 Ensure that all IT initiatives are evaluated using a consistent, but flexible set of investment 
selection, prioritization and review criteria to assure a strong link to the business plan, project 
implementation and on-going operations. 
 
 Develop a strategic IT plan that identifies major initiatives, technical/architecture, operational, 
organizational, people development and financial objectives and measurements in support of the 
business. 
 
 Figure 1.9 illustrates a demand management chart for a major bank. 
 
Figure 1.9 - IT Demand Management – Classifications 
 
Business/IT Governance Performance Management and the Balanced Score Card  
 
A performance management plan must be developed for IT. The development of the performance 
management plan should be a collaborative effort between the business and IT. It should be based on a 
number of objectives such as strategic, financials, customer, quality, process innovation, operational and 
service effectiveness which, in turn, support an organization’s business vision, mission, plans, objectives 
and financials. 
 
It is important to measure the performance of IT in terms that can be understood by the business. It is 
equally important to have two types of reporting systems based on critical success factors and key 
performance indicators: those that are developed by IT for the external (out of IT) environment such as 








The execution of these plans and objectives must be monitored and measured by a combination of 
balanced scorecard key performance indicators (KPIs) as well as formal and informal status review 
meetings and reports (e.g. report cards, dashboards). Figure 1.10 illustrates high level business and IT 
balanced scorecard categories and related metrics. The outcomes should link critical success factors to 
KPIs that are measurable, part of a standard reporting system and linked to a governance component. If 
one cannot measure the result, they do not count. Chapter 8 provides more details on performance 
management, controls, balanced scorecard and other metrics. 
 
Figure 1.10 - Select Balanced Score Card Metrics for Business and IT Governance 
 
1.5 Steps in Making IT Governance Real 
 
IT governance represents a journey towards continuous improvement and greater effectiveness. The 
journey is difficult, but can be facilitated by the following steps: 
 
 Must have a corporate mandate from the top - the Board and the executive team (including the 
CIO) are committed to implementing and sustaining a robust governance environment. 
 Must have dedicated and available resources - identify executive champion and multi-disciplinary 
team (to focus on each IT governance component). 
 Do Homework – Educate yourself on past, current and emerging best practices. 
 Market the IT governance value propositions and benefits to the organization - develop and 
conduct a communications, awareness and public relations campaign.  
• Develop a tailored IT governance framework and roadmap for your organization based on current 
and emerging industry best practices.   
• Assess the “current state” of the level of IT governance maturity, or other frameworks that relate 
to specific IT governance components such as project management, maturity model (PMMM), 
vendor management (eSCM), performance management (balanced scorecard) and others, as a 
reference base (where are we today?), using a leading industry best practice framework such as 
CMMI or another framework that may apply to a specific component of IT governance.  
• Develop a “future state” IT governance blueprint (where you want to be) and keep it in focus. 
• Decompose the IT Governance components into well defined work packages (assign an owner 
and champion to each process component). 
• Develop an IT Governance action plan, identify deliverables, establish priorities, milestones, 
allocate resources and measure progress.  
 




• Sponsor organizational and individual certifications in the IT Governance component areas, 
where they are available (e.g. PMP, ITIL, IT Security, IT Audit, BCP, Outsourcing, eSCM, COP, 
etc.). 
• Identify enabling technologies to support the IT Governance initiative. 
• Establish a “Web Portal” to access IT Governance policies, processes, information, 
communications and provide support. 
 Market and communicate the IT “value proposition” and celebrate wins. 
 Plan for and sustain IT governance process improvements and link to a reward and incentive 
structure. Create a “Continuous IT Governance Improvement” group to sustain the framework. 
 Don’t focus on specific ROI as a measure of success --- use TCO (Total Cost of Operations) and 
business innovation and transformation metrics as measures of improvement.  
 
Avoiding IT Governance Implementation Pitfalls 
To avoid IT governance implementation pitfalls, key factors to remember include the following: 
 
 Treat the implementation initiative as program or project with a series of phases with timetables 
and deliverables 
 
 Remember that implementation requires cultural change and transformation, which requires: 
 
o Marketing of the value proposition and overcoming resistance to change 
o Managing culture change and transformation 
o Obtaining executive management buy-in and ownership 
o Mobilizing commitment for change at multiple organization levels 
 
 Manage expectations of all constituents – IT Governance takes time and represents a series of 
continuous improvement processes 
 
 Demonstrate measurable and incremental improvements in the environment and communicate 
them to the constituents.  
 
A First Step - Assess Current Maturity Level of Key IT Governance Components 
 
As an organization develops its IT governance strategy, IT is useful to assess the level of maturity of the 
IT governance. An industry standard methodology that is useful for this purpose is SEI’s Capability 
Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI
®
) framework (Software Engineering Institute, 2002 and 2005). The 
model consists of five levels of maturity and can be used to analyze the current state of the major IT 
governance components as well as establish a targeted future state maturity level for each major IT 
governance component: 
 
The framework consists of five levels of maturity: 
 





1. Initial Level: The IT governance processes are characterized as ad hoc and occasionally even 
chaotic. Few processes are defined and success depends on individual efforts. 
2. Repeatable Level: Basic IT governance processes are established. The necessary discipline is 
evolving to repeat earlier successes. 
3. Defined Level: The IT governance processes are documented, standardized, and integrated into 
the management policies and procedures. All governance processes are implemented using 
approved, versions as part of the IT governance policy and framework. 
4. Managed Level: Define, collect and make decisions based on each IT governance component’s 
measurements. IT governance processes and metrics are quantitatively understood, reported and 
controlled on an enterprise level. 
5. Optimizing Level: Continuous process improvement is enabled by quantitative feedback from 
the process, from piloting innovative ideas and from adopting external industry best practices and 
standards.  
 
Figure 1.11 provides an illustration of the CMMI
®
 model levels and illustrates an insurance company’s 
current state maturity level and its objective for a targeted future state maturity level.  
 
 
Figure 1.11 - High Level Assessment of Current State and Targeted Future State Based on the CMMI
®
 Model 
Figure 1.12 was developed by Luftman suggesting an overlay framework to the CMMI model that focuses 
on assessing an organization’s maturity based on the following six factors: communications, value, 
governance, partnership, architecture and skills. (Luftman, 2004) 
 
Figure 1.12 - IT/Business Alignment Maturity Assessment Model 
 
IT Governance - Current and Future State Transformation Roadmap 
 
In order to develop and/or improve the IT governance process, an organization must assess its current 
and future governance state and develop a transition roadmap for its IT transformation. 
 
Figure 1.13 illustrates a roadmap for an organization to follow as IT transitions from its current state to its 
desired future state or environment.  
 
Figure 1.13 – IT Governance – Current and Future State Transformation Flow 
 





Future State of IT Governance – A Blueprint Concept  
 
When all is said and done, most organizations would like to have an effective IT governance process and 
environment. Figure 1.14 identifies a blueprint of the “ideal” future state and the key components that are 
necessary for effective governance deployment and strategic planning (business/IT alignment driven), 
application and infrastructure development (metrics driven) programs and projects and IT service support 
and delivery (metrics driven). Other components that should be added include architecture, security, 
business continuity, back up and disaster recovery and related areas. 
 
Figure 1.14 - Future State IT Governance – A Blueprint Concept 
 
Key Components of Managing Large Scale Enterprise Change Successfully and Providing the 
Appropriate Leadership and Environment 
 
As organizations transition to a more mature and effective governance environment, a “sea change” has 
to occur, either through incremental and/or radical change that could involve large scale change, 
depending on an organization’s level of maturity, management philosophy and cultural readiness. 
 
John Kotter, a Harvard University professor, is a recognized expert on leadership and managing change 
successful. According to Kotter (with some modification by the author), the four key principles for 
managing large scale change successfully include: (Kotter, 1996) 
 
 Engage the Top and Lead the Change –  
Create the “Value Proposition” and Market the Case for Change 
Committed Leadership 
Develop a Plan and Ensure Consequence Management 
• Cascade Down and Across the Organization and Break Down Barriers Including Silos 
Create Cross-Functional and Global Teams (where appropriate) 
Compete on “Speed” 
Ensure a Performance Driven Approach 
• Mobilize the Organization and Create Ownership 
Role Out Change Initiative 
Measure Results of Change (Pre-Change versus Post-Change Baselines) 
Embrace Continuous Learning, Knowledge and Best Practice Sharing 
• Attributes of Effective Change Teams and Agents 
 




Strong and focused Leader 
Credibility and Authority (Charter) to Lead the Initiative 
“Chutzpa”, Persistent and Change Zealots 
Ability to Demonstrate and Communicate “Early Wins” to build the momentum 
Create a Sense of Urgency and Avoid Stagnation 
Knock Obstacles Out of the Way, Diplomatically or Otherwise 
 
By applying Kotter’s principles to facilitating the transition to a successful IT governance culture and 
environment, the following steps can be followed: 
 
• Proactively Design and Manage the IT Governance Program – requires executive 
management sponsorship, an executive champion and creating a shared vision that is pragmatic, 
achievable, marketable, beneficial and measurable. Link goals, objectives and strategies to the 
vision and performance evaluations. 
• Mobilizing Commitment and Provide the Right Incentives– There is a strong commitment to 
the change from key senior managers, professionals and other relevant constituents. They are 
committed to make it happen, make it work and invest their attention and energy for the benefit of 
the enterprise as a whole. Create a multi-disciplinary empowered Tiger Team representing all key 
constituents to collaborate, develop, market and coordinate execution in their respective areas of 
influence and responsibility. 
• Make Tradeoffs and Choices and Clarify Escalation and Exception Decisions – IT 
Governance is complex, and requires tradeoffs and choices, which impact resources, costs, 
priorities, level of detail required, who approves choices, to whom are issues escalated etc. At the 
end of the day, a key question that must be answered is, “When is enough, enough?” 
• Making Change Last, Assign Ownership and Accountability – Change is reinforced, 
supported, rewarded, communicated (the results are through the Web and Intranet) and 
recognized and championed by owners who are accountable  to facilitate the change so that it 
endures and flourishes throughout the organization. 
• Monitoring Progress, Common Processes, Technology and Learning – Develop/ adapt 
common policies, practices, processes and technologies which are consistent across the IT 
Governance landscape and enable (not hinder) progress, learning and best practice 
benchmarking. Make IT governance an objective in the periodic performance evaluation system 
of key employees and reward significant progress. 
 
1.6 Case Study – Global Consumer Goods Company 
 
 




A number of IT governance case studies are included in the book representing mid-size to large global 
organizations in a variety of industries including consumer products, manufacturing, financial services, 
pharmaceuticals, entertainment and diversified industries. The identities of the organizations have been 
kept confidential. The data for each of the case studies was collected through interviews with CEO’s, 
CIOs, direct reports to the CIOs and other executives and professionals as well as a review of appropriate 
plans, budgets, metrics, controls and processes and has been disguised to protect the identity of the 
participating organizations. 
 
The format of the case studies is consistent with Figure 1.15, which represents an IT governance case 
study for a global consumer goods organization. 
 
Figure 1.15 - Case Study  - Global Consumer Good Company  
 




IT governance is a broad and complex topic with many parts. IT governance represents a journey. It is 
not a one time event and to achieve higher levels of IT maturity, IT governance should be persistently and 
relentlessly pursued both from a top down and a bottom up perspective. Creating and sustaining a more 
effective IT governance environment will take time and resources and should be focused on achieving 
incremental IT governance successes in priority areas based on their value proposition or reduction of 
major “pain point” to the organization. 
 
It is critical to break down or segment the IT governance initiative into manageable, assignable and 
measurable components or work packages with targeted deliverables. It is important to define clear roles 
for the board, executive management and the IT governance project team, including ownership and 
accountability for each component and the overall initiative. 
 
IT governance requires all three critical pillars to succeed: leadership, organization and people, scalable 
and flexible processes and enabling technologies. 
 
Key Take Aways 
 
The approach to IT governance must be consistent, but yet scalable and tailored to each organization’s 
environment and management style, key issues, opportunities, level of maturity, audit/legal requirements, 
 




available resources and cultural readiness. Remember, IT governance represents a journey, hopefully, 
towards higher levels of IT maturity and effectiveness. 
